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SEPARAtlON ANXIETY

FO R PAR E NTS an D GAR EG IVE RS

It is natural for a young child to feel anxious about
separating when starting the school year. It can also be a stressful time for
parents. As a parent, the first thing to do Is check in and be honest with
yourself. Are there feelings of apprehension and dread about leaving your
little one at school? Do you get frustrated or exasperated at your child's
resistance, meltdowns, and/or controlling behaviours? Do you have guilt
or ambivalence about whether your child will be OK? It Is natural to have
mixed emotions about this big step. Gently acknowledging and taking
care of your own feelings will help you find that calm, confident parent
inside of yourself that your child is going to need during this transition.

BEFORE the first weeik ' ^ picture to

of school" give the new teacher on the first day.
■ Help your child think of somethinq1. See ,f you can go in and look special to show the teacher,

around the classroom, and meet the

teacher before school starts. Whether Help your child work out some of
they meet in person or not, it's In advance through play,
important to foster a relationship with
the teacher In advance. Talk about

going to school ln positive ways, and "
how delighted the teacher is to have t°y=-
your child in his/her class. Sometimes T,"
more anxious or sensitive children will
want to estt.^k + a.u • . . r school. UsB humour to make It fUP.want to attach to their teacher first

before they branch off to befriend - Hide and seek gives your child "safe"
other children. Some ideas; separation practice and the experience
x-ji. u a. u -1 I I . being found over and over no- Talk about shared likes and interests.

I,,. ^ AA I L matter what, e.q., "/ will alwovs come
e.g. "I heard Mrs. Johnson loves readinq ^ m utwuys come
books about animals, and you do too' I ° ™
wonder ifshe likes trains too'" ' "^"grestryto stop me!"
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In anticipation of school

separation, some children may

express or release anxiety
through crying and
emotional outbursts.

It's important for your child to feel

heard, so sitting with the child
with calm confidence is important
during these times, without trying
to convince them out of their

feelings. Think of it as'unloading'
some pent up worries beforehand.
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